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formulation of the writer cult. 

 

Statement of the research aims and tasks of the dissertation 

 

   The aim of the dissertation is to direct attention to that series of separate events which in 

Hungary essentially began with the activity of Ferenc Kazinczy and which may be interpreted 

as a cultural ceremonial that became a practice from the last twenty years of the eighteenth 

century onwards, and which may be collectively termed visits to writers.  In his study La 

visite au grand écrivain (Visiting the great writer) Olivier Nora connects the origin of literary 

visits in France to the tradition of visits from enlightened rulers. „From the time in the age of 

the Enlightenment when writers become France's sole reliable representatives, foreign princes 

travel to visit them in order to 'have a finger on the pulse' of public opinion. Visits of foreign 

princes are tantamount to dethronements.” Presence in France indicates the relevance of  

writers' prestige (confirms it for temporal powers). Kazinczy endeavours to establish a similar 

prestige (one in support of the literary community) under circumstances prevailing in 

Hungary. By the 1810s his achievements as a man of letters mark out his person as the 

dominant and effective leader in literature, having the self-assurance of the elect. The writers 

or men of letters visited by him may thus be legitimised in their status as writers by an 

outward – professional – reputation, or, if already accredited writers, may find their settled, 

relative places. The writers' visits that occurred in Hungary in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries (whether in private or at social occasions) are not meant to ignore the 

frameworks of  ordered society, but at the same time have at their disposal a powerful and 

unifying effect: they confirm the identity and prestige of writers and influence the formation 

of literary communities and of Hungarian literary life as it seeks and wishes to develop its 

organisational system (the publication of books and periodicals, literary circles, literary 

societies, learned societies, an academy). 

   In assessing the importance of Kazinczy's role, in my dissertation I examine the occasions 

involving him, both when he paid visits himself and when he was present at events. Of the 

latter, I also undertake the analysis of those which, in addition to perpetuating the event, 



indicate the current state of his position as writer, language reformer and literary organiser. In 

analysing the visiting ceremonies associable with the several periods of his career as writer, 

language reformer and literary organiser,  as they follow one another in chronological order 

and as I interpret them, I pay the closest attention to the processes of the creation and 

development of his self-image as a writer. 

 

 

Research methods used 

 

In view of the quantity of  sources at my disposal and their wealth of information I regarded 

as of prime importance Ferenc Kazinczy's letters, available now in twenty-three volumes, 

which give an account of the visits, his autobiographical notes and writings germane to the 

subject, and excerpts from contemporaries commenting on these. The most recent findings of 

representatives of a range of branches of science (historians, cultural historians, 

anthropologists, art historians and literary historians) were indispensable for casting light on 

the contexts. As texts giving accounts of visits provide the core of the material to be 

examined, and a wealth of historical and cultural historical interconnections can be derived 

from their descriptions, among the approaches that have been effective in the dissertation has 

been that of the historical research of Pierre (and Olivier) Nora, which offers the possibility of 

drawing conclusions through the discovery of individual interdependencies of research into 

memory, tradition and micro-history. The findings of the work of Jan Assman connected with 

cultural memory, and especially his fundamental statements on collective memory, festivals 

and rites, have also been of service as a guide to the processing of writers' reminiscences. At 

the same time, it must be seen that the available sources in their entirety may be essentially 

consigned to the sphere of belles-lettres; even Kazinczy's poetically inspired letters are the 

periphery of that rather than a mere historical source. In the course of closer examination of 

them, therefore, together with the other bellelettristic textual material, it is worth approaching 

them rather as crafted literary texts, examining their manner of speaking and the devices that 

they employ. The findings of research into the literary canon and cult also support the 

unravelling of texts. 

 

  

The structure of the dissertation 

 



The text of the dissertation consists of two main sections. In the chapters of the first section I 

examine as case studies Kazinczy's visits to three writers – Ádám Pálóczi Horváth, Gábor 

Dayka and Mihály Csokonai Vitéz – focusing at all times on the relationship connecting the 

writer and his fellow littérateur. In the case of Pálóczi Horváth we see the youthful Kazinczy, 

a literary organiser, gathering his followers, preparing for the role of leader. In the Dayka 

chapter stands the figure of the literary leader, elevating the literary legacy of a prematurely 

deceased fellow poet, while in the third chapter, which discusses the meetings of Csokonai 

and Kazinczy, two factors claim attention: in the first instance, Kazinczy's efforts are directed 

at an attempt to shape the young poet's taste to his own esthetic principles and to link 

Csokonai's person to his party; after the poet's sudden death, however, he seeks to force the 

figure of Csokonai to the fringe of the literary canon.  

   In the second part the focus is on memory-place and the setting-up of memorials, the 

emergence of the desire for fame and the phenomenon of the negative canon, together with 

Kazinczy's individual visits to Transylvania, which have been held up as models, such as 

those to Mihály Kenderesi, János Gyöngyössi and Borbála Molnár, together with the visits to 

Dédács, Pannonhalma and some to Pest. 

 

The findings of the dissertation 

 

In the opening chapter of the first section I have indicated the events preceding the visit made 

in 1789 by Ferenc Kazinczy to Ádám Pálóczi Horváth and the depiction in the sources of their 

initial friendship. It has been my assertion that in places the rhetorical style of the texts bears 

the marks of a mythological and religious cult, and therefore I have approached these sources 

(posted letters and drawings made en route) under the title 'Kinsmen in Apollo'. Since the 

occurrence of metaphorical language in the texts is frequent, I myself have made use of it 

where the context presented the opportunity. I have suggested, and tried to substantiate by 

argument, that the school-inspector attitude that Kazinczy adopts for the descriptions of his 

visits reflects the practice of canonical visitation.  

   In the remainder my attention has turned to the roles in which Kazinczy casts Gábor Dayka 

and himself in the course of the interpretation of the visits to Dayka. In this connection I have 

traced the way in which, under Kazinczy's pen, the figure of the poet, who had died young – 

and largely unknown – in 1796 after showing great promise, blossomed into the exalted figure 

of 'our Dayka'. Not a single item remains of correspondence between Ferenc Kazinczy and 

Gábor Dayka. For lack of source material it is impossible to document the connection 



between Dayka and Kazinczy and the form that it actually took. In order to discover this and 

to be able to scrutinise thoroughly the roles with which Kazinczy clothed himself and Dayka 

in describing the visits, I have had to develop other viewpoints. Such have been offered by the 

examination of the motivation that guided Kazinczy's pen when he drew Dayka's portrait, and 

the sketching of those stimuli which caused him to set down his experiences immortalising 

the visits in the Life of Dayka. In addition to the picture of Dayka that blossoms from the text 

with its reminiscences of twenty years before, I have listed and compared with it what data  

can be gleaned from such documents as can be found on the subject. In searching for these 

last, Kazinczy's letters, his reminiscences and the contemporary and later reception of Dayka 

have furnished written material. 

   In the chapter on the meetings of Kazinczy and Mihály Csokonai Vitéz I have tried to 

answer the question: what may there have been in the background to the descriptions of the 

meetings, laconic and yet sometimes contradictory as they are? I considered that I have found 

the causes in the change in Kazinczy's image of Csokonai and its final version, in the way in 

which the master of Széphalom holds up his own literary image as an example to be followed,  

and in parallel with that the determination of his endeavours to establish a canon. 

   In the first chapter of the second section of the dissertation I have examined the 

immortalising of a number of the visits in Transylvanian Letters. This I considered important 

as I examined the phenomenon of remembering, keeping in mind as a point of view both the 

historical aspects of memory and the literary-cultural-historical aspects of cult research. 

„Memory-places can assume a variety of guises, since institutions, topographical points, 

things and objects, cultural creations or social customs alike can be transformed into such”, 

was Gábor Gyáni's sweeping observation of  memory-places with reference to the means of 

remembering. According to Pierre Nora, who established the intellectual basis of research into 

memory with his series of books Les lieux de mémoire (Places of Memory), memory always 

gains legitimacy from either literature or history, and until recent times these had parallel and 

independent courses; now, however, the line of demarcation is becoming blurred. Kazincy's 

work Transylvanian Letters can serve as an early example of that blurring, as it follows the 

traditions of the travelogue and is disguised in the form of literary letters. In it the writer 

brought together in a text on the lines of a memoir the experiences gained in the course of his 

travels in Transylvania, his subsequent reflections on them, recollections received from 

contemporaries, quotations from the works of historical writers, and his descriptions of 

historical personages and their times. On the pages of most of his autobiographically 

motivated writings Kazinczy was consciously on his guard and created 'space' for memory, 



making no secret of the fact that these were to join the common circulation of historical, 

cultural historical and literary historical blood. The text of Transylvanian Letters may be 

regarded as a particularly rich cache of memory-places. By Kazinczy's time most of the places 

featured in the travelogue were generally accepted phenomena of Hungarian history and 

cultural history that made the reader remember: they involved events, persons, buildings, 

objects, natural surroundings. Of his visits on the Transylvanian journey which are of interest 

from the literary point of view I have picked out those made to Mihály Kenderesi, Borbála 

Molnár and János Gyöngyössi. The selection is intended to demonstrate to what extent the 

interpretations of the visits provided space for the memory of the writers concerned, and on 

the other hand, what impression did Kazinczy's self-image leave in the accounts of these 

visits. I have tried to shed light on the nature of the criteria and identity by an approach on the 

following theoretical basis. If one borrows Jan Assman's later Egyptian temple metaphor (that 

is, the temple as a systematic way of life which codifies action, conduct and musical 

composition) and projects it onto the literary visits as a ceremonial phenomenon, it is 

profitable to consider to what degree the visits of Kazinczy and his literary circle can be made 

to meet the criteria of the temple metaphor. The question is whether the systematic, sacrally 

tinged, occasional way of life can be detected in the case of the said literary visits. The 

bonding together of two features in particular, systematic action and conduct, merits attention, 

while at the same time the third characteristic is not without interest insofar as – in this 

context – the systematic creation of literary works or the systematic occupation with them 

takes the place of the music of the ritual temple. We can in fact witness the identity- 

constitution of communities when both phenomena – as Assman and Nora describe – are 

demonstrated and memory-places brought into being (i. e. the community of faithful temple-

goers is created, and the community of groups of individual littérateurs). In studying the 

selected descriptions of the Transylvania visits I further devoted attention to individual series 

of actions that might be detected and regarded as ritual, viewing them as ritual elements, and 

to systematic modes of conduct that appeared in the course of visits and in certain cases to 

mentions of literary works referentially connected to the visits in the accounts. 

   Kazinczy's capacity for bringing into being a literary community, in a broad sense, may be 

taken as a fundamental factor of his literary personality, but clashes with his ambition which 

culminated in the restriction of that community in qualitative terms and his intention to 

produce a canon. His ideas on canon-formation are set out with particular force under cover  

of certain visits to writers which are preserved in Transylvanian Letters, and so I had regard to 



that in selecting the sample visits. I have shown the forming of the writer's indentity primarily 

by means of the so-called close-reading of the texts. 

   The concluding chapter of the second section of the dissertation has taken examples from 

the last twenty years of Kazinczy's career to prove the hypothesis that on the occasions of the 

visits that occurred during that time (or in connection with them) a deliberate intention was 

evident on the part of both the writer and his literary fellows to proclaim honour, and 

especially Kazinczy's honour as a writer, and in so doing to create memory-tokens that would 

arouse the interest and memory of future generations. 

   „The past does not support us of itself, but cultural construction and reproduction are born 

as the result of it; under the guidance of peculiar initiatives, expectations, hopes and aims, the 

present at any time is always shaped in the framework of reference to it.” Jan Assmann points 

out this acknowledgement from Maurice Halbwachs. In view of this comment I have focused 

attention in the final chapter on Kazinczy's individual efforts, which gradually appeared from 

the 1810s onwards, to create a self-image and a self-memory-place. In the light of this I have 

demonstrated the writer's individual monuments at Keszthely, Dédács and Panonhalma, and 

the events of certain visits on the journey to Pest in 1828/29. I have picked out such 

encounters as subjects for analyses, with the occurence, interpretation and memory of which 

his contemporaries associated the concepts, expressive of exaltation, of 'crowned', 'glory', 

'blessed', 'holy', 'brilliant' and 'immortal', applying them to the writer, and thus these are 

describable, in the broader sense, as evidence of the phenomenon of elevation to the pantheon. 

Other texts too entered the arena of my investigation, such as were drafted in that period in 

connection with the portraits painted of the writer from Széphalom – as direct memory-tokens 

– the glowing terms of which foreshadowed the future: the cult of Kazinczy which blossomed 

in mid-nineteenth century and assumed bodily form in the centenary celebrations of 1859. 
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